Molecular dynamics study of the isothermal crystallization mechanism of polyethylene chain: the combined effects of chain length and temperature.
A molecular level understanding of the polyethylene (PE) crystallization process was elucidated by molecular dynamics simulation of three states, with varying chain length and temperature. The process can be classified into the following three states: (1) nucleation controlled state, (2) competitive state of crystal growth process and new nuclei formation, and (3) crystal growth controlled state, which could be quantified by the evolution of nuclei number. With increasing chain length, two phenomena occur: the single crystallization mechanism changes from state (1) to (3), and the crystal size increases while the b/a axial ratio in the lateral surface decreases. These changes can be explained from a thermodynamic point of view, in that the van der Waals (vdW) interaction per CH2 unit is strengthened and more nucleation sites are generated for longer chain. Size effect (meaning different surface fractions when the chain collapses into a globule) was an important factor determining vdW energy per unit and the crystallization states of a single PE chain. On the other hand, the crystallization states were independent of chain length for short chains systems with the same size effect. In both conditions, a long chain generates multi-crystal domains, and a short chain prefers a single crystal domain. Our results not only provide molecular level evidence for crystallization states but also clarify the influence of chain length on the crystallization process.